Still, the law contains discriminatory measures that cut against indigenous groups.
Indigenous women who marry anyone other than an Amerindian forfeit all rights. Persons
only of one-half Amerindian descent qualify as Amerindians, but their descendants do not,
even if the other parent is full Amerindian. Amerindians must carry the burden of
persuasion of their ancestry to receive any benefit under the law. And the use rights of even
unallocated government land are restricted.19 Other laws make it unlawful to sell alcohol to
Amerindians and impose racially-based restrictions on sexual relations with the wife (but not
with the husband) of an Amerindian.20
Market failures, barriers to trade and transparency deficiencies in the land market in
Guyana can be attributed to a variety of factors:

·

The property registration process is excessively bureaucratic, costly and time
consuming. It effectively discourages most smallholders from even attempting to get
title to their land. It also deters largeholders from selling their land in smaller plots,
more affordable to smallholders. The market is characterized by high levels of
informality. Legal infrastructure cannot accommodate sale, mortgage or sublease of
leased state or government land not yet surveyed. Similarly, legal constraints often
prevent the mortgage, sale or lease of informal (untitled) freehold properties.

·

Land-taxation and lease collection are ineffective. Freehold owners are simply able to
avoid payment. Leaseholders fail to make lease payments. There has accordingly
been little incentive for largeholders to put their land into more productive use or sell
it.

·

There has been virtually no enforcement of legislation permitting the taxation or
expropriation of idle lands. This too has provided largeholders with little incentive to
increase productivity or sell their lands.

·

Leased land is often valued far beyond the official lease value. Several factors make
this true: the land's location, immediate economic productive capacity, value as a
source of prestige and-in the absence of the threat of expropriation-a hedge against
inflation.

·

The land resource poor have been unable to translate their desire for land into
effective demand, due to their lack of access to long-term financing for land
purchases, especially in the freehold market.

C. MACROECONOMIC AND PRODUCTION FACTORS
Historically, the Government has played a dominant role in agriculture. In 1976, the
Government nationalized sugar plantations. These are now run by the state enterprise
GUYSUCO. The government has recently sought private industry to run GUYSUCO's

management.21 The other main export crop, rice, has in the past been the subjectof
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government intervention. The Guyana Rice Board distributed, marketed, stored, milled and

harvestedrice.22

More recent government policy has moved away such controls on private enterprise. It
appears the government will continue this policy and expand it. Today, state rice mills have
been sold and prices freed. The government has eliminated its monopoly on rice exports.
Jameson divided his analysis of Guyanese agriculture into five components:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Coastal sugar plantations.
Rice cultivation from Essequibo to the Corentyne.
The Northwest area.
The Rupununi savanna.
The Ebini savanna.

Jameson notes the coastal sugar plantations historically were dominated by the Booker
McConnel Corporation until their nationalization in 1976. Booker lands were the result of
the earlier plantation system that once dominated the country. Sugar production is often
large-scale and industrialized. Its work force is unionized and usually associated with the
People's Progressive Party. Wages reflect a collective bargaining agreement with
GUYSUCO. Workers supplement their wages with private, individual smallholdings. Sugar
areas are generally the wealthiest areas in agriculture. Most sugar farmers are of East Indian
heritage, with some Afro-Guayanese involved.
In contrast, the rice cultivation areas are dominated by smallholders. Most rice
producers are also of East Indian heritage, with some Afro-Guyanese involved. Farms often
developed either from land grants (to buyout indentures around the turn of the century), or
as the result of settlement plans. Next to the sugar plantation areas, on average rice
producers are the next most profitable in the country. However, large, individual rice
farmers sometimes have higher incomes than sugar farmers.
The Northwest area, the Rupununi savanna and the Ebini area are all underdeveloped.
The savanna areas are generally dry. Savannas are generally used for cattle production. The
savanna areas yield a very low rate of production, even for cattle. All three areas of a very
low population density and lack infrastructure. These are the poorest areas of Guyana.
Cattle ranching in the Rupununi savanna most often involves persons of Portuguese descent,
although there are many Amerindians. Amerindians are usually found in near subsistence,
small-scale agriculture or in the hunting areas of the interior.
Urban areas have the highest level of incomes in Guyana. Given the ethnic breakdown
in agricultural production, crop-specific policies and conclusions can be expected to influence
specific ethnic groups in a substantially direct fashion.
Among the main problems facing rural sector growth in Gu.yanaare the following:
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a. Inadequate water control systems: Both drainage and irrigation systems and the sea
defense systemsare in need of immediaterepair.23 Over the past years, little or no
maintenance or investment has been placed into these basic infrastructural needs.
b. Land Tenure and Titling.
c. Research and Extension: Transfer of technology and very basic research and
extension services are nearly nonexistent.
d. Forestry: Guyana must begin a strategy for the sustainable use of forest stocks. This
strategy should include scientific data and modernization of the tenure rules of
ownership, access and use of forested areas.
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SECTION IV
THE LAND REGISTRY SYSTEM IN GUYANA

A. USAID's INTEREST IN LAND TENURE AND REGISTRY REFORM
USAID, through its P.L. 480 Program, is interested in the promotion of food security in
Guyana. Other relevant policy interests include democratization, trade and market
liberalization, support for historically disadvantaged groups and a sound policy for the
sustainable use of the natural resource base.
.

The Agencyrecognizestenure issuescan often be constraintstoward achievingthese

goals. As noted in this report, tenure constraints are implicit in each of the mentioned policy
objectives. In Guyana, policy-makers lack basic information on land and property resources
to set priorities and make correct decisions. In this regard, an initiative to address the
property registries appears logical, since this effort is a prerequisite for other activities in the
agriculture sector. This should be combined with a technical assistance and policy exchange
program to promote informed tenure policy within the agricultural sector. These initiatives
coheres well with other U. S. efforts to promote democracy and transparency in the political
process in Guyana.
Given the interest in registry reform by other donors, it is hoped an initial registry
modernization design could be implemented and financed by other donors, possibly the InterAmerican Development Bank, if such a design were acceptable.
With technical assistance and policy dialogue on many tenure issues, especially those of
establishing market rates for the sale or leasing of property and the extension of lease terms
or privatization, the Government of Guyana will be better informed in its decision making
process.
With the U.S. Government, Guyana has agreed to review
"a time-phased policy and action plan for granting long-term leases or selling stateowned lands at market determined prices, in which planned activities are supported with
financial commitments, proposals and effective administration and implementation
arrangements . .. Insecure property rights to the land represents ~ important
impediment to the growth of sector output. Without tenure security, farmers are hesitant
to make investments, engage in land transactions that would result in more efficient
farming operations, and lack the incentive to participate in sustainable infrastructural
maintenance schemes. Lack of security in land also limits farmers' collateral borrowing
possibilities. "
"While the Government recognizes the value in the sale or long-term lease of this land, it
is hampered by the lack of a clear tenure policy, a cadastre, and efficient land
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transactions procedures. A clear Government policy with respect to land leasing and
titling needs to be developed and annunciated. In addition, priority land titling/leasing
targets need to be established, and pursued under a sustainable administrative process
which has the full confidence of farmers, credit institutions and the legal system. "

B. PREVIOUS STUDIES ANDPROJECTS RELATED TO LAND TITLE REGISTRY
REFORM
The need for land title registry reform has not gone unnoticed in the past. Several
studies have been undertaken over the past several years, sponsored by development agencies
outside Guyana and by interested groups within the country. These earlier studies are briefly
reviewed here to put current activities in a context.

1. The Guyana Bar Association
Over the years, several times, the Guyana Bar Association has recommended to the
President and the Attorney General that the registries be modernized as a matter of high
urgency in the administration of justice. Some recommendations called for computerization
of the process. While the Association recommendations have been warmly received, they
have never been accepted, due to lack of funding.

2. The FAO
The Food and Agriculture Organization sponsored a consultant to review tenure
structures in Guyana. In his report, he found the "nature, scope and complexity of the
problems identified. .. in respect of surveying, mapping, land administration, development
distribution and settlement, require the adoption of a phased approach in the introduction of
the changes needed in the administrative machinery and working rules in order to achieve the
objectives of public policy for agricultural development, Le. social justice, increased
agricultural output and incomes and higher productive efficiency. "
The consultant recommended that, in the short term, the following activities should be
undertaken:
1. A national land policy statement.
2. Quantification by the Lands and Survey Commission of state lands, the status of each
parcel, utilization and other factors.
3. Revaluation of rentals based on the income earning capacity.
4. Review of rentals every three years, at most.
5. Reversion of abandoned lands to form a new land distribution.
6. Recovery of outstanding rents.
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7. Reports and management of arrears.
8. Creation of a new entity, semi-autonomous and self-financing, to replace the present
Lands and Surveys Department, with increased centralization of administration and
control. Professionalization of staff should be addressed.

3. The World Bank
A World Bank team of agricultural experts reviewed the agricultural sector in 1992.
That team identified several constraints to broadly-based, sustainable economic growth in the
agricultural sector. Among the constraints listed in the Bank's Agricultural Policy Matrix,
the first activities refer to the land tenure system.
The Bank concluded the Lands and Survey Commission had many administrative
problems. Decentralization dispersed scarce funding and talent throughout the country.
Management has thus become increasingly more difficult. Consequently, the process of
issuing leases has slowed to a crawl. Without adequate funds to carry out surveys, the
Commission has begun to issue leases on a temporary basis.
Over at the Registrar of Deeds (for private lands), budgetary constraints have meant an
accumulation of about 5,000 titles yet to be processed, due to changes in ownership, sales,
inheritance, and so forth. This in turn discourages investment in land, and authorization of
mortgages or credit to purchase land.
The Wodd Bank notes the Government intends to grant freehold estates to leaseholders
of property of less than 10 acres. This may include as mush as 80% of all outstanding
leases. Once the results of this action are evaluated, the remaining larger estates could be
considered for conversion to freehold property.
The Bank suggests the government correct administrative and legal problems with the
property registries. It also suggests creation of a national cadastre to complement the titling
initiative. Once these are in place, the Bank suggests land taxation be considered. And the
Bank hopes the government will follow through on its divestment of state-owned land now
being leased to farmers. It is hope this measure will promote tenure security and allow
farms to be consolidated into more efficient economic units. In the mean time, lease terms
should be extended and fees increased.

4. The Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)
The IDB has noted Guyana has roughly 25,000 agricultural properties. Due to
bureaucratic procedures and lack of access to land by the rural resource poor, the
government has a backlog of requests for land that have not been processed. Clearly, there
is sufficient land to meet just about any need. If these individuals are to achieve access to
land, corrective measures will be needed.24
.
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The two main upcoming projects for the IDB in the rural sector are a shore zone project
(to include break wall maintenance) and a cadastral survey of certain agriculturallands.25
To take full advantage of this funding opportunity, the Government of Guyana should
incorporate these activities into a broader land information management system. This would
ensure that data produced would be compatible with other projects and for future use.
As part of its agreements with the Inter-American Development Bank, the Government
of Guyana has undertaken to grant, "at market determined prices, long-term leases or the
sale of state-owned lands within the context of beneficial occupation of land. "
C. STATUS OF THE LAND REGISTRY IN GUYANA
Property in Guyana is a social good, not an economic good. The Constitution states
"Land is for social use and must go to the tiller. ,,26 Thus, attempts to transfer land into an
economic good by requiring market lease rates or prices may prove difficult.
1. Tbe Property Registry
The Registrar of Deeds Office is under the direction of the Attorney General. It records
many transactions. Of course it records the buying and selling of property, creation and
cancellation of mortgages, encumbrances, use rights and so on. Property leased from an
individual would be recorded in this registry. It also records intellectual property and
functions as a commercial registry. Birth, marriage, divorce, death and address information
is kept at the Post Office.
Records at the registry are hand written and go back to the 16th Century. For historic
reasons, there are two systems of land law and property recordings. Some parts of the
country operative under a system of recording called the "transport index," primarily a
Roman/Dutch legal practice. The other system, the "index of land transfer of title," is a
Torrens system, introduced by the British.
Until about ten years ago, the Deeds Registry has a reputation within government and
with the Guyana Bar Association as the most efficient, least corrupt office in the country.
Until then, it would have been unthinkable for the Registry not to be able to locate a
document in its files, although the system was manual. Unfortunately today, the Deeds
offices (one in Georgetown and a "Sub-Registry" in New Amsterdam) are in poor condition.
Often parcel maps are in disrepair. Records are sometimes bundled with string and left on
the floor. Documents have been lost or stolen. Fraud and mistakes make the process one
that would result in legal uncertainty of ownership.
Both the Georgetown registry and the subregistry in New Amsterdam have vaults that in
theory safeguard documents. In Georgetown, however, documents in the vault are
sometimes crumbling due to humidity and improper maintenance. In New Amsterdam,
conditions are worse. The vault is subject to flooding (the vauit was built in the time of the
Dutch). Neither office has any measure of climate control.
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How did the registries come to such a state? Three plausiblecauses exist. First, low
wages make it difficult to retain experienced personnel (registry employees are career civil
service and are subject to the government pay-scale). As a result, employees lack the
ordinary competence to carry out the functions of the office. Further, most employees are
forced to learn "on the job" since training funds are limited. No training at all is carried out
in New Amsterdam. At the New Amsterdam registry, all employees are women. Most in
Georgetown are women. The New Amsterdam Supervisor at that office hypothesized that
low wages prevent men from remaining in the positions. Employees can fetch seven times
the salary working for an attorney, for example. Anyhow, there is a tremendous turn over
of employees, most staying on the job for just over one year.
Second, poverty concerns have led the registries to accept documents not printed on
quality paper ("Saunders" brand). Until ten years ago, all documents had to be presented on
titl~ paper. Today any type of paper will do. Consequently, documents filed in the last ten
years are in tatters.
Third, there are allegations of corruption.
Among the books maintained by the Registrar of Deeds are the following:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Registry of Powers of Attorney.
Registry for Miscellaneous Deed (these include name changes--called Deed Pols,
agreements, short term leases of freehold lands, and so on. In short, any "deed" to be
registered) .
Business Names Registry.
Matters Filed (a control book for transports, to office safekeeping)
Matters Advertised (recording publication of notices).
The Opposition Book (for transports or mortgages).
Mortgage Register
Transport Register
Transport Plans Books (for surveys)
Land Registry Register, with a Presentation Book (index, assignment of number, etc.),
Index Books, the Property Register, and a Registry Plan Book (for surveys).

2. The Registration Process
The registry system is responsible for three basic functions: record documents, make
annotations on documents already recorded, and cancel documents (sucp as mortgage
satisfactions in the U.S. system). All documents registered must be processed by a licensed
attorney, not by members of the public. The registry system in Guyana is entirely manual,
using no automation, photocopy, or microphotography technology. Thus, no backup copies
of records exist in the event they are lost, damaged or stolen.
The survey maps generated for the Registry of Deeds often come from the Commission
of Lands and Survey. Although the condition of maps at the Registry of Deeds is often quite
poor, occasionally backup copies exist with the Commission of Lands and Surveys.
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a. "lnfonnality"
Many peasants lack ownership documentation. No one in academia, the government or
the private sector has any idea what percent lack title or other supporting documents. Yet all
agree the number is "substantial."
Undocumented owners can get title through the Roman concept of prescription. If an
owner has notoriously and openly occupied the land for twelve or more years, the owner can
request a title by virtue of prescription. The application must include an up-to-date survey, a
legal petition, notice to all neighbors, notice to the state if the land borders on Crown Land,
and other requirements. An advertisement is placed in a newspaper of general circulation.
Another notice is published in the official Gazette. This provides other citizens an
opportunity to oppose the titling of the land. If no timely oppositions are made, the title is
.
issued.
The proscriptive process is slow and inefficient. It may be the costs involved for
smallholders exceed the market value of the land. Further, scarce government resources and
staff time are consumed in this lengthy process.

b. The "Transport" System:
An owner of "transport" property owns the land, from the center of the earth to the sky
above, subject to government interests (ex. airplanes flying overhead, minerals, etc.). To
effect a transport (sale) of property, proposed sales must be published in the official Gazette
for two weeks before the transaction. If no objections are filed, the transaction is allowed to
go on. If timely objections are made, the matter is settled in court. This process is
analogous to an action to quiet title in the U.S. system. Such a requirement for all
transactions is burdensome, expensive and time-consuming. It does, however, generate legal
certainty of ownership.
Transport property is found mainly in the cities. Nearly all of Georgetown and New
Amsterdam are transport properties, for example. If all goes smoothly in a transport of
property, the process can be completed in about three months. This period is needed because
of the publishing requirement and the necessary file review. One source informed me that
the process can speed along within six weeks, "if the palms are greased." However,
t~sactions can take a year or more, even for parties represented by sophisticated legal
counsel. Land for peasants may take much longer!
Legal documentation to transport property requires a long, physical description of the
land. The description must verbalize all boundaries and geographically locate the lot. The
New Amsterdam registry estimated that it processes about 100 transports per week. With the
New Amsterdam subregistry, delays occur since documents must be signed by the Registrar
or Assistant Registrar who is in Georgetown. Every Friday, a "Transport Court" is held in
New Amsterdam for the signing of documents. Making the Supervisor an "Assistant
Registrar" might relieve the system of this need to wait until the end of the week for the
signing of documents.
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c. The uLand RegistryU Torrens System in Guyana:
Roughly twenty years ago, the British introduced this system to Guyana. In essence, it
is a registry of the land itself. Transactions are much easier. The buyer and seller simply
appear at the registry and the transaction takes place. There is no publication requirement.
All that is really needed in terms of legal documentation is the block number, the zone and
the parcel number. To protect interested third parties, a "caveat" can be entered in the
registry. This is the functional equivalent of an "objection" to the sale of transport land.
Caveats must be renewed every six weeks.
Unfortunately, this Torrens system relies heavily on surveyors to demarcate the land into
plots. Over the last ten years, the surveying has become very problematic. The survey
process has greatly slowed. There is little money in the system to pay surveyors and few are
willing to work at the rates the government wishes to pay.
Sales of property in the land registry system are processed quickly. The New
Amsterdam Supervisor estimates these transactions are processed in two weeks. If there was
no need to have the Georgetown Registrar's signature (for example, if the Supervisor was

reclassifiedas an II AssistantRegistrar"),the Supervisorestimatesthe transactioncould be
processed in a single day. Of course if time is a major constraint, transactions can be taken
directly to Georgetown by the applicant. There is no requirement to me local transactions
at the nearest registry.

d. Taxes on Land:
Property is subject to taxation in Guyana. Each year, property owners must pay
municipal property taxes and national property taxes. Revenue from municipal property
taxes remains in the municipality. Revenue from the national property tax is paid to Inland
Revenue and is handed over to the national treasury. "Property" is defined to include real
estate holdings plus all other forms of property, including cars, jewelry, books, art, etc.
Statutory de minimis levels exist for some sorts of property (like books, for example).
However, property valued more than the de minimis level would be taxed. In short,
property is taxed annually by both the municipal and national governments.
Inland Revenue collects the national property tax on freehold land based on the value of
the property. This is based on valuation in a certificate of value given by the chief valuation
officer. The tax code uses a schedule of values to compute the tax. The first G$5MM is not
taxed. The next G$5MM is taxed.
Before the recording of a sale, the seller must present certificates from Inland Revenue
and the municipal authorities stating all annual property taxes have been paid for all past
years. Capital gains taxes must also be paid. The code computes capital gains strangely,
however. The general rule is that tax is paid on the difference between the basis (or steppedup or new basis, in the case of capital improvements) and the selling price. However, where
the property has been held for some years, the law fixes a presumed percent of the selling
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price as the capital gain, whether the gain was in fact more or less than that amount.
Property held over twenty-four years is exempt from capital gains tax.
For the transport of property, a registry tax (one half of 1% of the sale value of the land)
and a 2 % conveyance tax also must be paid. In transfers of title, the seller pays only the
conveyance tax. Money collected in this process is paid over to the national treasury. This
leaves no funds for maintenance of the registry itself, other than general purpose funds
allocated in the national budget to it.
It is possible for parties to lie about the true transaction price to evade taxation. And
there are no institutional safeguards to prevent this type of abuse.
3.

Lands and Survey Commission (for Public Lands)

Although not part of the property registry in Guyana, the Lands and Survey Office is in
a position to be a potential key player in any long-term efforts to improve titling and access
to land.
State land can be given out in three forms: a license, a permit or a lease. The lands can
also be sold, at which point they lose their character as state lands. Generally, leased land is
found in the "first depth," that is the land closest to the sea defenses. The "second depth"
lands, those located further inland, are generally given out as "licenses." The "third depth"
land, further inland, is given out using a "permit." Although these three forms of tenure
have historic differences, they are today equivalent. All function as leases.
To obtain land, every applicant must complete an application. This application includes
name, address, acreage, a complete physical description of the land (survey) and the intended
purpose of the land, plus a $10 filing fee. The basic application includes personal data:
salary history, work history, experience, and so on. Applications can be filed in Georgetown
or in field offices. Field offices exist in Anna Regina (Region 2), Region 3, District of
Mararuma (along the border with Venezuela, along the coast), within Region 4 (Georgetown
and other offices), Region 6, Region 7, Region 9 and Region 11.
Once the application is presented, the office creates a file on the request. A plan is
attached to the ftle, and the file is assigned a unique, file application number. The office
then studies the file to figure out if land is available. If land is available, there is a follow
up inspection to insure no squatters are illegally occupying the land.
Every region has a "Land Selection Committee" which reviews applicants to insure that
the applicant qualifies for land. The Committee will review the file and interview the
candidate. Its judgment will be based in part on the applicant's ability to work the land, the
needs of the individual and his family, and so on. From these facts, the Committee makes a
recommendation to the Commissioner of Lands to grant or not grant a lease. This is a
decentralized decision-making process.
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Next, the main office in Georgetown reviews the application to insure the land has no
other encumbrances upon it and is otherwise available to be distributed. This review is
carried out by a member of the staff of the Commissioner of Lands. If all is in order, the
.

Commissionof Lands recommendsto the Ministryof Agricultureto grant the lease.
Assuming the Ministry of Agriculture approves the lease, the file returns to the
Commissioner of Lands.
At this point, if there is no survey of the land, the Commission of Lands will issue a
"temporary" lease. This will, in theory, allow the applicant additional time to have the
survey work done. It is expected that once the survey is complete, the lease will become a
final determination. During the "temporary" lease period, the applicant can pay the survey
costs to the government, or the government can pay for the work immediately. In this case
the applicant must repay the government.
In practice, however, many leases remain "temporary." The applicants do not have
funds to pay for surveys. The government does not have funds either. This causes definite
delays in the system. This means that applicants receive property without a physical
description of the land. Consequently, the land is non-transferable, non-mortgageable and
unable to be subleased. This causes many problems!
Perhaps even more grave is the problem of uncertain boundaries. Many disputes arise
over time in the settlement of disputes because formal boundaries were never originally
established. Conflict resolution consumes a great deal of staff time at the Lands and Survey
Office.

.

Within "land development schemes," land is surveyed before issuing leases. Areas of
settlement not previously surveyed are those that present problems of boundaries and
surveys. These are mainly in river areas. These river areas are very expensive to survey, as
they entail expenses for boats, gasoline, engines, etc. And the ~eavy forest complicates the
survey.
The "land development schemes" are found where the government owns the land by way
of a grant or by a "transport" (purchase). Since the government owns the land, the
Commissioner of Lands and Surveys holds the land on behalf of the government. And these
lands are called "Government Lands." All other lands that were formerly called "Crown
Lands" are now called "State Lands." This distinguishes "Government Land" from "State
Land" at least from the legal perspective.
Lease terms are slightly different for "Government Lands" versus "State Lands."
Government lands for agricultural purpose are governed by the Deeds Registry Act. One
clause in that Act states the Commissioner of Lands can only lease property up to twenty
years. But the applicant can always renew the title. "State Lands" can be rented without
this limitation. The current practice is to lease state lands for twenty-five years.
The legislation authorizes the President to set lease terms and rates according to the
executive's discretion. Order No. 60 of 1979 authorized the Minister of Agriculture to
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approve and fix rent for all state and government land. The term can be one year, or up to
twenty or twenty-five years, as the case may be. Since then, rates have remained
unchanged. Thus, lease terms depend on the application, what has been requested, what the
Commissioner feels is justified. and so on. The present practice is one year, twenty years or
twenty-five years. In other words, the lease term is discretionary and elastic, providing for
the best term for all parties involved on a case-by-case basis.
Before the 1940s, the government used to issue "provisional grants" to land. When the
land had been possessed and cultivated for five years, the government would convert the
"provisional" grant to a definitive "absolute" freehold grant. Since the land was freehold, if
the land was subsequently abandoned, the government did not have access to it. This was a
major social concern. In the 1940s, the Government policy was to give out ninety-nine year
leases. This length of time was quite close to being the functional equivalent of a freehold
title, but represented a slight withdrawal from "absolute" property rights. However problems
with land abandonment continued and the government came under pressure to readdress the
problem. Next, the government began shortening the terms, all the way down to one year
leases. Now, most leases are back up to twenty-five years. Anyhow, renewals are nearly
automatic if the farmer uses the land productively over time.
More specifically, from a legal perspective, persons with twenty-five year leases (on
state lands) have a right to renewal, if the farmer has used the land. Those with twenty year
leases (on government lands) do not have an automatic right to renewal because of the Deeds
Registry Act. In practice, however, these are automatically renewed as well.
The Forte Crest (Pegasus) Hotel, a favorite spot for international cOl\sultants, is on
leased land. Since this was commercial property, the file was given to the Minister of
Finance, with a recommendation for a ninety-nine-year lease. This application was
approved. This is an example of commercial property.
Mortgaging of leased property is permitted, contrary to several reports from international
consultants. In the issuing of the lease, there is a clause that requires an application to the
Commissioner of Lands to mortgage the property. Legislation is also in place to allow the
sale of a lease, upon approval by the Ministry. In practice, such applications are summarily
approved. Of course the sale of leased property requires a payment of a 2% transfer tax,
calculated on the sale price of the land.
Years ago, sales were more closely reviewed. For example, if an applicant received
property and sat on it for five years, not using it, and then applied fot: the sale of the
property, the file would not be warmly received. The government policy was to discourage
non-use of land and receipt of land for speculative purposes. If the person was a genuine
farmer, there was less resistance to the farmer transferring his interest in the land.
There are instances in which the government decides to sell government or state lands,
rather than lease them. This may be due to the type of land usage envisioned by an applicant
for a freehold estate in the land, rather than a leasehold estate.' This occurs with permanent
structures like a sawmill. When such an application is received, the Commission of Lands
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writes up a recommendation to the Minister of Agriculture. In principle, the Minister
instructs the Commission to proceed with an investigation. The investigation will review the
applicant's plans and proposals, what the applicant has done with other lands in the past, and
.

so on. The Commissionthen gets a financialvaluationof the land and prepares a "cabinet
paper," a recommendation the Minister can present to the Cabinet for approval, if the
application has merit. If the Cabinet approves the sale of the land, the Commissioner can do
one of two things. The Commissioner can issue an "absolute grant" to the applicant (once
surveyed). This" absolute grant" requires the signature of the President of Guyana. These
are exceptional cases, and can apply only to "state lands."
Mortgage applications are made to the Commissioner of Lands. The review will make
sure that the applicant occupies the land, the rent has been paid, and the title is in force.
The applicant must be the same person to whom the Commissioner of Lands gave the land.
Thi~ application process can be completed in a couple of hours and is handled routinely.
There is a backlog of about eleven hundred applicants already in the system which must
be processed. With new applications that have not yet reached Georgetown, there are
perhaps two thousand applicants outstanding. Given that there are about 25,000 agricultural
parcels in the country, outstanding applicants account for an equivalent to about 8 % of
current farmers. There are an additional two thousand provisional titles which need
upgrading to regular leases via the addition of land surveys to the files. Exact, realistic
counts are problematic due to regionalization of authority. When an application is made at
the region, there is currently no report to Georgetown that an application has been made.
Only when they enter the system in Georgetown are they included in the count.

The regionalization of the offices of the Commission of Lands and Survey has presented
a serious public finance deficiency in the administration of its functions. The national
government allocates funds to each region from the general treasury. The region itself then
allocates these funds to various uses, such as health, infrastructure, sea defenses, lands and
survey, and so on. This allocation is done in agreement with the central government in
Georgetown. However, the Commissioner of Lands and Surveys has no authority over how
much money is allocated for land and survey activities in any given region. Often, when the
resource allocation proves insufficient, the region requests that the Georgetown Lands and
Survey Commission help the region in funding its programs. Unfortunat~ly, the central
office has no funds for this purpose. Without control over funding, supervising regional
activities in extremely difficult.
Before last year's general election, the government titled large trac~sof land to
Amerindian groups in the country. Amerindian groups now manage and own the land
outright. If they wished, Amerindians could decide to parcelize and sell off the hind. This
however is unlikely to occur. More likely, Amerindians will decide to maintain the land
collectively. Theoretically, however, they could decide to mortgage the land, should the
group desire increased access to credit. Even this, though, would be a controversial move.
The giving of titles before the last elections was widely viewed as an election campaign
initiative. It will be interesting to see how the government handles indigenous lands in the
future.
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The Commission of Lands and Surveys is especially interested in raising lease payments
to market rates. Unfortunately, it lacks the technical capacity to design a program to figure
out rates. The Commissioner would be very interested in technical assistance in this area of
market rents. In 1985, the lease rent per acre per year was about USA$0.05. This rate has
remained unchanged since. In theory, the government has the legal capacity to revise rental
prices once every five years, provided it gives a six-month advance notice. In practice this is
not done. Future proposals will need to balance policies to promote agriculture, the ability
to pay and the fair market value of the land. Different lease rates might be considered for
small farmers, medium farmers and larger farmers. A related issue is that of privatization of
public lands at market rates. This too is on t~e table for discussion.
A visit to the Mapping Office of the Commission of Lands and Surveys proved very
insightful. The office is the mapping agency for the country. Its responsibilities include
mapping, geodetic surveying, aerial photography, and cadastral (parcel) mapping. Among
the map products I saw were 1:50,000 scale orthophotos of coastal areas. The country has
twenty-one horizontal control stations. Inter-American Geodetic Survey specifications are
followed. Maps are tied into the South American grid. GIS and aerial data has been
incorporated into sea coast mapping, to an accuracy of three meters. Maps are not digitized.
The office suffers from a profound lack of qualified personnel. Pay scales are grossly
inadequate. Employees gain experience in the office, and then leave to double their salaries
with the Mines Commission or the Forestry Commission. From there, they move into
private practice, again doubling or tripling their salaries. The Commission of Lands and
Surveys is simply not competitive enough to keep its best employees.
The Mapping Office has no procedural manual for employees.
Where there are provisional leases being surveyed, the boundaries are adjusted to the
boundaries in fact being cultivated. For example, if a farmer was allocated 50 yards of
frontage (face) but actually occupies 800, the Commission of Lands and Survey may simply
make a second grant to the individual for the additional 300 yards, assuming there is no
conflict with neighbors.
Many transactions in land--mortgages, subleases, sales--are done on an informal basis.
Formal applications for mortgages per week amount to only about two or three per week.
Applications for transfer of leases average only three or four per week. Applications for
new land are handled at the regional level and therefore estimates are not available. There
are very few applications for subleasing, as most are handled informaUy. Still, only
approved subleases are legal. Informal subleases are not lawful.
Because of the great level of informality in subleases, the Commission of Lands and
Surveys finds itself the arbiter of many agricultural disputes. When a lessee fails to vacate a
lot, the lessor often goes to an attorney. But the attorney and court expenses are prohibitive.
So the landlord approaches the Commission. Every Monday morning, the Commission has
an open window for agricultural problems. And on most Mondays there are at least forty
new disputes between landlords and tenants in informal arrangements. The Commissioner
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